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No Light Thing (2010)                                2 Dancers, 15 Minutes 
 
Choreography : Dorian Nuskind-Oder 
Sound Design : Simon Grenier-Poirier 
Music : Chopin 
Lighting : Sylvie Nobert 
Performance : Rose-Marie Thériault, Nathan Yaffe (Replacing Michael Watts) 

 
“No Light Thing” is, at its base, a love story. A video camera, a television and 
a tape recorder are used to complicate this narrative. The interaction of these 
actors addresses the relationship between memory and recording, as well as 
distance and broadcasting. With a mix of subtle movement and strong 
emotion, the piece unfolds quickly, like the reading of a short story. 
 

 
 
“ A man and a woman’s twisted relationship is simultaneously presented to us 
en chair et en os as well as through a television screen that feeds off a camera 

capturing fragments of the performance live. Standing on the left side of the 
stage she looks at his back, while on the television screen that is on the right 

she faces him. He has to enter the television image by walking into the field of 
vision of the camera in order to see her. They switch positions to cheekily 

create a reverse over-the-shoulder shot, demonstrating the awkwardness of 
the cinematic device.  

 
“As an audience, we must resist the impulse to privilege the television screen 
over the physical performers; the television offers us a proximity that borders 

on domesticity, reinforcing the exhibitionism of the performative act.”  
 

 Sylvain Verstricht, localgestures.com 



 
 
Everything was beautiful and nothing hurt. (2012) 

3 Dancers, 30 Minutes 
 

Choreography: Dorian Nuskind-Oder 
Sound Design: Simon Grenier-Poirier 
Music: Antonio Carols Jobim 
Performance: Rose-Marie Theriault, Ashlea Watkin, Dorian Nuskind-Oder 
Rehearsal Direction/Outside Eye: Neil Sochasky 
Mentor: Emmanuel Jouthe 
 
Because cinematic style dominates our visual landscape, it holds tremendous 
power over the contemporary viewer. I am continually looking for ways to 
repurpose this vocabulary as a method for framing and contextualizing my 
choreography. 
 
Partially inspired by the style of David Lynch, Everything was beautiful and 
nothing hurt embraces an enigmatic, imagistic approach to storytelling. 
Utilizing an aesthetic that is both spare and dramatic, three women move in 
and out of the shadows in a series of interwoven vignettes. 
 

 
photo : Sandra Lynn Bélanger  

 
"(…) the choreographer alternates between small theatrical scenes and 

moments of dancing, all delivered with an honest and beautiful vulnerability. 
 

 "Nuskind-Oder has a strength for crafting tone. Her use of timing, rupture, 
lighting, repetition and variation, combined with simple images, is very 

evocative (…) her intelligence obvious, her sensitivity, too (…) A must see. 
And an artist to follow.” 

 
Catherine Lalonde, Le Devoir  

 



 
Company History 

 
Delicate Beast was founded in 2009 by choreographer Dorian Nuskind-Oder 
along with visual artist/sound designer Simon Grenier-Poirier. Since then the 
company has been presented in Montreal by Tangente, Wants&Needs Dance 
(Piss in the Pool), and Raphael Gaspard, as well as in Boston by Summer 
Stages Dance at the Institute for Contemporary Art. Their creations have 
been supported by residencies at Concord Summer Stages Festival, Studio 
303 and Circuit-Est Centre Choregraphique. 

In 2012, the Montreal International Center for Contemporary Art (CIAC) 
selected Delicate Beast as part of a delegation of young artists representing 
Canada at the World Event Young Artists festival, an official part of the 2012 
Cultural Olympiad in Great Britain. They were also selected by Tangente to 
represent Montreal as part of the 3x3x3 touring project. 

Delicate Beast’s work has been enthusiastically received by both spectators 
and critics in their hometown of Montreal. The company looks forward to 
reaching new audiences in 2012/2013 with touring dates in Nova Scotia, 
Quebec, and England. 

 
Dorian Nuskind-Oder (Choreographer) 

 
Dorian completed her BFA in Dance at New 
York University-Tisch School of the Arts, where 
she was a recipient of a National Merit 
Scholarship. After graduation, she worked as a 
dancer (most notably for Chris Elam) and 
choreographer. From 2004 – 2009, her work 
was presented in a variety of New York City 
venues including Dance Theater Workshop, 
Joe’s Pub @ The Public, Joyce Soho, Dixon 
Place and Chen Dance Center.  

During the summers of 2006 and 2008 she traveled to Montreal to participate 
in Springboard Danse Montreal, where she was a recipient of their emerging 
choreographer residency. Having fallen in love with the city and its rich dance 
scene, she relocated to Quebec in the autumn of 2009.  

Upon arriving, she founded Delicate Beast along with Québécois visual artist, 
Simon Grenier-Poirier. She also works as a performer and choreographic 
consultant for theatre company Joe Jack et John, with whom she is currently 
touring the production “Just Fake It.”. 

 



 
Simon Grenier-Poirier (Sound Designer) 
In addition to being a musician, Simon is a 
visual artist focusing on photography and 
land art. Having completed a DEC in electro-
acoustic recording, he is currently pursuing a 
BFA in Fine Arts at Concordia University. He 
will have his first solo show in September 
2012 at Les Territoires, and has also shown 
work in group shows at Eastern Bloc, the 
VAV, and Les Territoires. Simon has also 
recently completed a European tour with the 
Montreal-based band, Automelodi. 

 
 
 

 
Neil Sochasky (Rehearsal Director)    
Dance and theatre artist Neil Sochasky splits 
his time between Montreal and Paris, 
wearing various hats as actor, dancer, 
choreographer, teacher, rehearsal director, 
and outside-eye.  As a dancer he’s 
performed across the US, Canada, Europe, 
Asia, and Latin America with companies O 
Vertigo and Toronto Dance Theatre, among 
others.  He has recently collaborated with 
the creative teams of French theatre 
companies Naranja-Escena, Transborder, 
and La Compagnie Pavlov.  

 
 
 

 
Rose-Marie Theriault (Performer)                    
Born in Montreal, Rose-Marie began her 
study of music and dance in early childhood. 
In 2002, she entered the pre-professional 
program at Ballet Divertimento, where she 
completed 3 years of training in classical 
and modern dance. She was then accepted 
to the school of Toronto Dance Theatre. She 
finished her training in the spring of 2008, 
having received two scholarships from the 
school. Rose-Marie has been collaborating 
with Delicate Beast since 2010.   

 



 

 

Ashlea Watkin (Performer)                                   
Upon completion of her BFA in 2007 from 
Concordia University, Ashlea was 
rewarded the Contemporary Dance Prize 
for outstanding achievement.  She has 
worked professionally with: Tania Alvarado, 
Heidi Bunting, Thibaut Duverneix, Milan 
Gervais, Lucie Grégoire, Sasha Kleinplatz, 
Dana Michel, Michael Montanaro, Brian 
Webb, and most recently Nicolas Cantin.  
She has performed in festivals across 
Canada, as well as in New York.  Ashlea’s 
own work has been presented at Tangente 
Theatre and Studio 303 (Montreal), as well 
as in the Nextfest Festival (Edmonton.  

 

  

 
 
       Nathan Yaffe (Performer)    

Born and raised in Massachusetts, Nathan 
Yaffe received his BFA in Dance from 
Purchase College in New York. During that 
time, he also trained at Codarts in 
Rotterdam and worked at Le Groupe Dance 
Lab in Ottawa. In 2008 he found himself in 
Montréal, and has since worked with artists 
such as Kate Hilliard, Sasha Kleinplatz, 
Hélène Langevin, Harold Rhéaume, Hélène 
Blackburn, and Georges-Nicolas Tremblay. 
Nathan also creates sculptures and 
videodance.  

 



 
 

What the Press is Saying 
 
 

 “(…) An artist where I don’t need to know anything about the show, I’m just 
going to go see it … She just delivers.”                                                             

J.D. Papillon (CKUT Radio) 

DARK SEA (2012) 

“The beauty of the piece lay in the total absence of gimmicks: the 
techniques were obvious, and the effect sublime.”                                           

Jordan Arseneault, 2B Magazine  

“…beautiful, poetic, successful.”                                                                    
Florence Grenier-Chénier, lesmeconnus.net  

EVERYTHING WAS BEAUTIFUL AND NOTHING HURT (2012) 

“Nuskind-Oder has a strength for creating tone (…) her intelligence is 
obvious, her sensitivity also (…) A must see. And an artist to follow. “                        

Catherine Lalonde, Le Devoir  

“(…) opens within her dance a space for freedom, inconsistencies, ruptures 
and contrasts – it is liberating (…) It is delightful. “                                            

 Brigitte Manolo, Dfdance  

“[Dorian] moves with flexibility and strength, morphing through different 
beautifully awkward shapes across the stage.  The three dancers are all 

strong, distinct movers…”                                                                                  
Allison Burns, BloodyUnderrated.com  

NO LIGHT THING (2010) 

“Once again, simple tools are used in an ingenious fashion.”                  
 Marie Chantal Scholl, www.dfdanse.com 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

COMPANY REPERTORY 2012 – 2013 
 

 

No Light Thing (2010) 
Sept 6 – 15, 2012: World Event Young Artists, Nottingham England 

 
 

Everything was beautiful and nothing hurt. (2012) 

Feb. 9 – 12, 2012: Tangente (Monument National), Montreal QC 

Apr. 25 – 28, 2013: LiveArt Productions, Halifax NS 

Mai 2 – 5, 2013: La Rotonde, Quebec QC 

 
 

Dark Sea (2012) 
June 20, 22, 24, 2012 (Première): Piss in the Pool @ Bain Mathieu, Montreal QC 

August 24, 2012: Zodiak Club @ Bain St. Michel, Montreal QC 

 
 

Pale Waters (2013) 

Mai 9 -12, 2013: Tangente (Monument National), Montreal 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For booking, please contact:  
 

Dorian Nuskind-Oder 
info@delicatebeast.com 

 
   

 


